
Mini Golf King - Multiplayer

**About Mini Golf King - Multiplayer**

Mini Golf King - Multiplayer is a multiplayer golf game in which you can play against players from

all over the world in real time. There are many different minigolf courses, numerous unique

obstacles and a wide selection of golf clubs and balls available.

Mini Golf King brings the popular minigolf fun to your smartphone or tablet. You compete against

opponents from all around the world in real time and try to win as often as possible. There are

many different golf courses to choose from, which are characterized by unique obstacles and

designs. If win games, you earn coins, trophies or chests. With the special chests you can, for

example, unlock new golf clubs, balls or gloves or improve your existing golf equipment. Collect as

many gems as possible during the game and reach the top of the leader board.

**Mini Golf King - Multiplayer: Features**

- Minigolf on the go: Mini Golf King allows you to play minigolf anywhere and anytime. The special

thing about this minigolf game is that you do not compete against computer-generated opponents,

but against real players from all over the world in real time. When you start a game, an opponent

with the same rank or skills as you is automatically selected.

- Simple game structure: The game principle of minigolf should be familiar to most players: The

golf ball must be holed with as few swipes as possible. In some cases also obstacles such as

tubes or bridges have to be passed. Above all, the app convinces with a simple and intuitively

learnable control. To hit a ball, you just have to pull the golf club back and release it at the right

moment and angle. Unlike traditional minigolf games, Mini Golf King is not just about holing the

ball with as few swipes as possible, but also about collecting as many gems as possible at the

same time.

- Many different minigolf courses: In Mini Golf King you have a total of over 30 different minigolf

courses available. These are characterized, for example, by different designs or by different

obstacles. Thus, new obstacles await you on every course, such as tubes, drawbridges or

pyramids.

- Great rewards: Wins are rewarded not only with trophies or coins, but also with the achievement

of new levels. In some games, you can also earn special chests. These chests unlock, for example,

new golf clubs, gloves or balls or improve your existing golf equipment.

Conclusion: Mini Golf King is an entertaining multiplayer mini-golf game on the go, which

convinces above all by an easy control and many different minigolf courses and obstacles.


